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What is argument mapping?

A schematical representation of argumentation aiming to
tackle complex debates.

Aim? 

increase our intelectual effectivenness

getting a feel how different ideas fit together (or are 
contradicting)

expose the unclarity in arguments







From prose…



…to argument map.



Building blocks of an argument map



How did we use it in BESAFE?
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How did we use it in BESAFE?

Focus: Biodiversity strategy 2020 and its implementation

Policy documents

Relevant and formal

EU & Member States: Germany, Poland, Finland, 
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How did we use it in BESAFE?

Focus: Biodiversity strategy 2020 and its implementation

Policy documents

Relevant and formal

EU & Member States: Germany, Poland, Finland, 
Netherlands, England, Flanders

Starting point: 3 Key messages from the EU Biodiversity

Strategy 2020

Software (Rationale)



Key Messages

“Biodiversity is essential in order to progress towards a green 
and resource efficient economy”

Economical dimension of biodiversity

Link with EU-flagship on resource efficiency

“Building a green infrastructure is important to maintain 
biodiversity, but also beneficial to land users and society at large”

Benefits of green infrastructure beyond biodiversity

Ecosystem Services

“The EU needs to mainstream Biodiversity into major forestry, 
agriculture and aquatic/fisheries policies”

Move from standalone to integrated strategy for biodiversity





Grouping arguments…



…into categories.

Not predefined

Thematic keywords

Rationalities

Rationalities:

Technical-scientific (economic)

eg ‘The EU is one of the most fragmented continents of the world’

Juridical and political

eg ‘There is a political consensus about the importance of 
sustainability’

Moral

eg ‘We have a responsibility towards future generations’
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Non Categorized (particular)

Jobs Innovation Technology

Valuation (for decision)

Dependency

BD under threat, so action needed

Future prospectives/ generations

Cost of no action

International (image)

Conservation doens't have to be negative for the economy

Claim 1: “Biodiversity is essential in order to prog ress 
towards a green and resource efficient economy”

Germany Poland England Finland Flanders Netherlands

Total number of 
argumentation 
lines: 91
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0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

Non Categorized

Ecological/BD

Pressure

Benefits & Costs for society (ES)

Climate change

Space optimization

Urban

Synergies with other policies

International (convention/regulation)

Jobs Innovation Technology

Green vs grey

Claim 2: “Building a green infrastructure is importa nt to 
maintain biodiversity, but also beneficial to land users and 

society at large”

Germany Poland England Finland Flanders Netherlands

Total number of 
argumentation 
lines: 86
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0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

Non Categorized

Pressure/Negative Impact

Importance/ Potential contribution to BD

Benefit/importance BD for other sectors

Decision making

Coordination/Synergy

Appropriate for ecosystem scale

Climate change/ Resilience

Funding

Current effort insufficient

Claim 3: “The EU needs to mainstream Biodiversity in to major 
forestry, agriculture and aquatic/fisheries policie s” 

Germany Poland England Finland Flanders Netherlands

Total number of 
argumentation 
lines: 78
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General Conclusions
All three EU claims represented in Member States, 

important differences between Member States.

No big differences between the average occurrence of argumentation 
lines in Member States and the EU. 

focus of certain Member States on specific argumentation lines 
best explained by context (e.g. population density, political 
ideology, etc…)

Some argument categories strongly related to claim, but some could 
be found across all claims. 

eg ‘threats for biodiversity’ and ‘climate change’

important role of document type. 

binding documents contained much less argumentation 

eg a policy plan versus a political brief. Advisory reports, scientific 
assessments (e.g. UK NEA) and Government White papers having 
the broadest range of argument categories. 



General Conclusions

Strong emphasis on arguments from from the technical-
scientific rationality and specifically on the economy-nature

relationship

A lower emphasis was found on arguments issued from the 
juridical-political rationality

Interesting examples: ‘international agreements’ & ‘image’

Jobs as economic-political

Arguments issued from a moral rationality are poorly 
represented

Exception:  ‘responsibility towards future generations’

but tacit references to moral aspects (eg ‘responsible 
economic growth’, ‘fair prices’)



Policy Relevance

Overview of large and complex debates

Quickly identify conflicting views

Increased understanding

Identify discrepancies between EU – Member states

Match debates on different governance levels

Focus argumentation where it is needed, using the right 
types of arguments (eg economic, political, moral, …)

Particularities of Member states

Identify specific issues at member state level

Identify different interpretations of concepts

eg ‘Green Infrastructure’, difference between ‘biodiversity’ 
and ‘ecosystem services’



Questions?

“ Can you think of other ways how these results could affect 
policymakers?”

Can you think about other potential applications for argument 
mapping that could improve decision making?”
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